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Time waster, destory everything on the screen. Not a bad game.. This is a brilliant game from two awesome developers!
If you loved the rpg's made by Square Enix, you will enjoy the storyline on this game.
If you liked the puzzles and PvZ by Pop Cap, you will find the battles in this game to be fun!
With many monsters to gather, to battle against enemies, this game will take you on a journey through an enchanted forest. In its
simplicity it's challenging and only you can decide the next step you take!
Buy it and play it now. You will not regret it.. Somewhat repetitive. Great time waster. I quickly got bored although that might
be my ADD in action.. Way too many bugs appears when you start to go deeper in the engine

Unless you get it for at 50% off, do not waste your money with this below average software

Try DragonBones, it's better and free

Also the developers pretty much gave up on this software.. Excellent first chapter!. You upgrade your wubmachine with wubs
you find playing a level listening to wubs...
I love it!. im really enjoying the game. playing as the boss of an adventuring agency is more fun than you would realize.
there seems to be lots to do and manage in the game but the UI is easy to work out and the tutorial covers what you need.
my only 2 gripes with it so far are
1. how much the wages of your adventurers goes up when you have to re-sign them after the contract is up
2. goblins/orc seem a little over powered since they can use a buff that gives them +100% damage and +100% defence.
with these buff they easily wiped out my squad of lvl 5s. This game cracks me up. Sometimes it tries to be a little too funny and
you end up scratching your head wondering WTF just happened. I never finished it, but still one of the better silly Zombie
games.. Retro plateformers might be a fashion with little pearls that can be found. Yet this one is nothing like a pearl. 20
minutes long, totally unbalanced with levels you can beat without even looking, and one level in the middle that is a real pain.
Add low quality animation. I understand it as a prototype, not as something you pay for and called final release.
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Definitely my favorite 4x game, with RTS elements. The most customizability of any 4x game out there, unlimited research
(you'll never reach the end of the research tree, really!), huge space battles with as many ships and planets as your computer can
handle. Carriers work like they're supposed to. Satellites, space stations, good AI, and the ability to customize the game code as
you see fit. Search them on Reddit, where the developers stopped in a few times to talk about their game and thank the
community for their support.. About 2 hours of content but very worth it with the current sale, reminds me of portal quite a lot
with an idea of having to help out doing tasks but eventualy wrecking everything as there is a darker side to the vitual world you
are in. I want to start this by saying I enjoy this game for what it is. I expected to play a simple dungeon crawler and colorful
atmosphere. The problem is I can't get past the first hour of the game because of bugs. Bugs everywhere. They seem to change
with the save files. My first run of the game came to a stop when I couldn't buy an upgrade for the town. The text prompt
wouldn't show up and I could not select yes or no. I validated and restarted a new file, the same thing happened except now I
couldn't buy the first weapon upgrade. I reinstalled the game and now I can't buy the upgrade to buy weapons. My friend hasn't
run into any problems but this is just cray.. I recommend this game with a few cons weighing against it.

PROS:
The puzzles are in depth, complicated without being infuriating, and they fit well with the theme of the story
The graphics are really good and the voice acting isn't terrible.

CON:
The story is hokey as heck.
The Native American and Voodoo imagery are very inappropriate.

If you can handle the story being terrible, then this game is worthwhile. Probably pick it up on special or in a bundle though..
Early review will update with more time. Easily the best escape the room puzzle game in VR, has a portal type feel to it with the
puzzles but more of a grim cell type escape situation.

Have to say there is a lot of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in VR at the moment but this is in my top 10 VR games so
far. Just the atmosphere, visuals and puzzles with the deaths actually making you want to avoid them. I was starting to actually
fear dying in game, not sure why but it felt a little real when a box landed on you I could almost feel the pain.

Anyway a must buy for anyone with VR that enjoys escape the room puzzle games.

8 out of ten deaths by falling boxes.. childhood right here. simple fun game, just like good ol nes(or something like that), i can't
believe it this game was free!!!. Better than the Forgotten Expansion in general.

+ Balanced new civs, within fairly reasonable historical context
+ Added unit/technology to open up Siege, Defence and Naval battles
+ New campaigns for the history/story-inclined players

- Bugs, crashes and lag associated with new patch and expansion that are yet to be resolved at the time of writing
- Generally underwhelming new game mode and maps
- Possible problem with running on Windows 7. ok, the gameplay i've seen from 8-bitryan was pretty good, no lag, no spikes,
and the quality looked pretty good, i go to buy it and record it two times and it lagged like HELL my computer runs on a gtx
1030 and 8gb ram so its good on the specs, but apparently not, i think the highest fps i got was 6-11 fps i think the devs want
people to use high end machines like a gtx 1070 or 1080 ti but thats my opinion, the mechanics are good, the ai is decently good
however i will note that most of the AI can see you THROUGH THE WALLS which maks it totally unfair.... i recommend this
game... if you have a very powerful gaming pc i dont recommend it if you have a decent machine, every other game i have
doesnt lag like this one does, on high settings ARK, just cause 2, etc.. I'm not sure what I expected.
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